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Beach hadnt seen much controversy in years, but a few weeks before the annual Clam Festival the
rumors began. Reports of curious events in the ocean surface at the towns favorite watering hole,
Harrys Night Club and Beach Bar, where regular patron Dugan Byrnes takes interest. Seeing a
fishing boat sailing backwards sets his investigation in motion, and reveals a series of peculiar
incidents and unusual suspects that includes federal security agents, average citizens, the mob and
environmental scientists. When his research attracts the interest of the feds, and moves underwater
at the Cal Poly Pier in Avila Beach, the real source of the strange marine episodes is revealed in
dramatic fashion. Byrnes group of volunteers, the Pismo Eight, find themselves committed to a vital
mission in their efforts to save their precious coastal habitat from further damage. The combined
forces of the state and national authorities, agribusiness and the nuclear power industry seem at
first overwhelming. But then they meet Edna, genetic anomaly and the worlds most powerful
bivalve, and learn that their cause is not in vain. The Pismo Calamity is a whimsical suspense story...
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Reviews
Most of these ebook is the ideal publication available. It really is rally fascinating throgh looking at period. I am just easily could possibly get a enjoyment of
reading through a created pdf.
-- Dr . Lilly Nola n
It in a of the most popular ebook. I have got study and i am certain that i am going to likely to read again yet again in the future. I am happy to inform you
that this is actually the greatest ebook i actually have study inside my very own life and might be he best ebook for possibly.
-- Alison Sta nton
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